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Introduction

• Traditionally, real estate business and transportation were seen
separately;

• Urban sprawl: a game changing weapon (intrapublic competition for 
inhabitants, business…);

• Different stakeholders with different goals and ownership (public –
private, local – governmental, direct beneficiaries – indirect
beneficiaries);

• To maintain resilience of urban economics a mixed stream of funding
is needed [UITP, H.B. Iglesia, malmoe March 2015].



Core challenges identified

• There is a strong need for improving infrastructure and services to promote
sustainable urban mobility.

• There is an increasing gap between costs and revenues of sustainable mobility
measures. At EU-level 75% of public transports are cost-covered at best, with the
public sector covering the difference.

• There is a need to look into new ways of financing sustainable mobility, as general
tax revenue is limited, cannot always be influenced by local governments and
European regulations may hinder investments.

• What appears to be smart in terms of innovative financing does not always meet
the reality check with public budget allocation regulations.

• Financing sustainable urban mobility should go beyond public transport. Walking
and cycling are important leverage measures as well, considering the need for an
integrated approach.

• There is a lack of access to specific data/ data systems, making informed choices
around sustainable and innovative mobility financing more difficult.

Source: Advisory Group 2 – Financing sustainable mobility: Remit Paper, CIVITAS Capital, Leuven, April 2015 



Example from JR-East

Non-rail services of JR-East:

• 29% of 73 500 employees;

• 40% of 22 400 mio. USD operating revenue;

• 33% of 2 920 mio. USD operating income.

Non-rail services of JR-East include:

• In-station shops,

• shopping centers,

• Office buildings,

• Hotels/others.

[A. Sakai: Non-Rail Business. Presentation at conference „New ways of financing public transportation”, Malmoe 04 march 
2015]



Example from Crossrail, UK

• Mixed financing, including central government, railway stakeholders, 
borrowing, and local government funding (business rates suplement, 
community infrastructure levy, and others);

• Community Infrastructure Levy – charged on all new developments
across London, payable when development commences, included
zoning scheme, aim to collect 600 mio. GBP until 2019)



Summary

• Public transport accessibility raises real estate value (i.e. subway in
Warsaw, Copenhagen and many more);

• Per amount invested, investing in public transport creates up to twice as
many jobs as investment in other areas, such as highways [J. Pourbaix,
Malmoe March 2015];

• It has impact on retail industry, business services and production as well as
for individual housing;

• Stronger engagement of private funding in Europe is inevitable;

• Partnership – starting at an early stage of investment (i.e. Sweden: „value-
creating negotiations” according to HSR project);

• Partnership may be organised in the form of property partnerships (London
Tube example).



Questions for discussion

• Does your legal system provide relevenat conditions for PPP?

• A critical issue: from planning to implementation. How to overcome
financial austerity?

• How to collect (and  deliver) quantitative results of SUMP to convince
decision-makers?


